District Two
Design Build Update
Future Design Build Projects

• 416501-4 JTB (SR 202) @ I-95 Operational Improvements
• 213345-7 I-295 Express Lanes from Buckman Bridge to I-95
• 209301-3 I-295 Express Lanes from JTB to SR 9B
• 431418-2 SR 9B Extension to County Road 2209
• 431820-2 District Two Traffic Operations Design Build Pushbutton
JTB (SR 202) @ I-95 Operational Improvements

• Flyover from Southbound I-95 to Eastbound JTB (SR 202)
• Widening of JTB (SR 202) to six lanes to US 1
• Noise wall construction
• Letting June 2014
• Estimated construction cost $ 71 million
I-295 Express Lanes from Buckman Bridge to I-95
I-295 Express Lanes from Buckman Bridge to I-95
I-295 Express Lanes from Buckman Bridge to I-95

• Widening of I-295 from six to eight lanes including tolling equipment and noise walls
• Advertisement in November 2013
• Letting May 2014.
• Estimated construction cost $91.8 million.
I-295 Express Lanes from SR 9B to JTB (SR 202)
I-295 Express Lanes from SR 9B to JTB (SR 202)

- Widening of I-295 from four to eight lanes
- Concrete Pavement
- Advertisement in Fall 2014
- Letting Spring 2015
- Estimated construction cost $152 million.
State Road 9B from CR 2209 to Duval C/L
State Road 9B from CR 2209 to Duval C/L

• This project is an advanced production candidate for District Two.

• New Alignment

• Concrete Pavement

• Estimated construction cost $90 million.
Traffic Operations Push Button Design Build Contract

- Advertises October/November 2013
- Contract amount $3 million per year for three years with potential for three one year renewals (Six Years total)
- Maximum $1 million per task work order
District Two Design Build Contacts

• Kathy Thomas (386) 961-7533
• Richard Moss (386) 961-7823